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 The Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Associa-
tion, a non-profit organization  Our purposes are the sharing 
of knowledge, education and to promote a more general 
appreciation of the fine craftsmanship everywhere. We are a 
chapter of the Artist-Blacksmith Association of North Amer-
ica.
 Material from this newsletter 
may be freely copied without permission 
for non-profit purposes. Please credit the 
author and this publication.

Visit our Saltfork Craftsmen Website:
www.saltforkcraftsmen.org

Editor’s Notes:
 
2020 started out with so much promise! So 
many great events planned for the year.  So 
much fun to be had! And with such a nice 
friendly looking round, even number, what 
could possibly go wrong?? 

I usually don’t give much weight to arbitrary 
calendar dates but I think 2020 might be a 
good time to make an exception.  I think I am 
ready to see this one go. (But it is dangerous 
thinking to wish time away so I will just say I 
hope 2021 goes more smoothly overall!)

All joking aside, I am sure there have been 
untold numbers of lessons learned, improved 
ways of working, etc. All due to the adver-
sities of 2020. At least maybe we have a 
renewed appreciation for social contact.

Thanks to all of you who have been sending 
in photos of your projects and thanks to all 
of the ABANA affiliates who share content 
with each other.  Without those contributions, 
there would not have been much on these 
pages this year for sure.  

So, “Welcome” 2021.  Let’s see what you 
got!

Happy New Year!

-Russell Bartling, Editor

http://www.saltforkcraftsmen.org
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President’s Notes:

Hello everyone. By the time you all 
read this we will be starting a new 
year. I truly hope everyone is doing 
well. I hope everyone had a Merry 
Christmas and that we all have a good 
new year to come in 2021.

I hope we get to start getting togeth-
er again. I miss seeing everyone. We 
might have to make up story’s to tell 
for the year of 2020 when we get to-
gether again. 

I have been blacksmithing some and 
cleaning up the shop. It’s not nearly as 
much fun blacksmithing when there isn’t someone there to give you a 
hard time. 

Some of the smiths have been texting me photos of some of their  
projects.  I have really enjoyed looking at them. I am trying to learn 
how to text back. I am not very good at it, but I can pick along and I 
might miss a letter once and while. I hope people know what I’m try-
ing to say. My big fingers don’t always hit where I think they should. I 
just need to read something before sending it.

Don’t let your anvils get rusty.

Happy New Year! 

Thanks,   - Mandell
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All Regional Meetings are Free to Attend and are Always 
Open to Any Member or Guest…
New to Saltfork or just want to check out Blacksmithing but don’t know where to start? These 
meetings are a great place for new members or guests who just want to see what it is all about 
to come network with like-minded people. If you want some pointers on how to get started, there 
is always someone happy to help get you started hammering. And guests are always welcomed.

Want to host a meeting?  The meeting hosting form can be found on the last page along with 
membership application form.  If you want to host a meeting in any area, please fill out one of 
the host forms on the website under the calendar section or in the newsletter and e-mail the 
information or mail the hard copy form in as soon as possible. If you mail a form, please call or 
e-mail to verify that it is received. E-mail is the most convenient for me, but you can also phone 
in the information if you prefer. The sooner the meeting is scheduled, the more time there is to 
get the word out to potential attendees. -Russell Bartling 918-633-0234 or rbartling@ionet.net

What’s My Region?
The four main regions are currently defined within the state by being separated by I35 and I40. (For example, the 
NW region is anything north if I40 and west of I35.) 

All meetings are encouraged. These boundary definitions and regional 
meeting dates are a suggested framework to facilitate orderly meet-
ing scheduling, planning and promotion with a minimum of overlaps 
and a maximum exposure to the greatest number of members. Not all 
meetings fit precisely within a rigid boundary definition and members 
in an area may want to hold meetings on a date that doesn’t match 
their physical region or at a location other than their own region. This 
may be especially true in the center of state for areas that are close 
to the I35 and I40 boundary crossing. Special events such as shows, 
fairs, etc. may also dictate adjustments to the meeting dates within a 
region. 
 
The regions are meant to be a simplification and clarification to the regional boundaries rather than a rigid restric-
tion to any meeting scenario. Saltfork members all belong to one club. Regional boundaries are not intended to 
imply division within the club, but are intended to help spread distribution and promote monthly meetings.

SCABA Regions

NE

SESW

NW

Safety
Blacksmithing can be an inherently dangerous exercise. There is no substitute for personal responsibility and common sense and 
no list of safety rules can adequately cover every situation. Every person who attends a meeting, demonstration or event spon-
sored by the Saltfork Craftsmen Artist Blacksmith Association (SCABA) or its members does so at their own risk and assumes 
all responsibility for their own safety needs. The SCABA organization, its officers, members, demonstrators, volunteers and 
guests disclaim any responsibility for any damages, injuries, or destruction of property resulting from the use of any information 
or methods published or distributed by SCABA or demonstrated at workshops, meetings, conferences or other events. SCABA 
recommends proper attire and safety gear and standard shop safety procedures appropriate for blacksmithing and shop work 
during any event where blacksmithing and other related methods are involved. Safety attire includes, but is not limited to, ap-
propriate clothing, eyewear, hearing protection, gloves, and face shields when appropriate. It is every individual’s responsibility 
to provide for their own safety, to determine what safety gear is appropriate for each situation and to provide, maintain and use 
that gear as appropriate for each individual situation.

http://rbartling@ionet.net
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Coronavirus Safety Concerns/Event Cancellations:
With recent developments concerning COVID19, a large number of blacksmithing related 
events have been canceled for safety reasons. It will be more important than ever to stay post-
ed with websites, social media, etc. and to double check before assuming events will be held. 

 -Russell Bartling, Editor

2021 Workshop Schedule
Currently no workshops are scheduled.  

The Board of Directors and the Workshop Coordinator are always looking 
for feedback from members on what workshops you would like to see from 
fundamentals to advanced. Please let them know! If there is group interest 
in a specific workshop topic, they will work hard to try to make it happen.

Have an idea for a workshop or class?  If you have an idea for a workshop that you 
would like to attend (or teach), please let the workshop coordinator know so that details for 
time and place can be worked out. 

Mandell Greteman is the SCABA Workshop Coordinator. 
Contact Mandell at 580-515-1292.

2020 SCABA COVID CONFERENCE
We do not have a cash flow like we usually do after a confer-
ence. I would like to propose that we have a silent auction and/
or a live auction online to increase our cash flow. The board 
members have voted affirmative to have one. Therefore, we are 
asking for donations to auction off. Ordinarily we would have 
asked for donations for our conference. If you could let me or 
a board member know what you would be willing to donate, as 
soon as we have enough donations, we will organize the auc-
tion(s). Thank you for caring about our organization.

Carol Doner,
State SCABA Secretary
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2021 REGIONAL MEETING SCHEDULE
NE Region
(1st Sat)

SE Region
(2nd Sat)

SW Region
(3rd Sat)

NW Region
(4th Sat)

Jan 2nd 
(Open)

Jan 9th 
(Open)

Jan 16th 
(Open)

Jan 23rd 
(Open)

Feb 6th 
(Open)

Feb 13th 
(Open)

Feb 20th 
(Open)

Feb 27th 
(Open)

Mar 6th 
(Open)

Mar 13th 
(Open)

Mar 20th
(Open)

Mar 27th 
(Open)

Apr 3rd 
(Open)

Apr 10th 
(Open)

Apr 17th 
(SCABA Picnic-Tentative)

Apr 24th 
(Open)

May 1st 
(Open)

May 8th 
(Open)

May 15th 
(Ricky Vardell-Tentative)

May 22nd 
(Open)

Jun 5th
(Open)

Jun 12th 
(Open)

Jun 19th 
(Open)

Jun 26th
(Open)

Jul 3rd 
(Open)

Jul 10th 
(Open)

Jul 17th 
(Open)

Jul 24th 
(Open)

Aug 7th
(Open)

Aug 14th 
(Open)

Aug 21st 
(Open)

Aug 28th 
(Open)

Sep 4th 
(Open)

Sep 11th 
(Open)

Sep 18th
(Open)

Sep 25th
(Ron LehenBauer as Host 
- Don Garner as Contact 

Person-Tentative)

Oct 2nd 
(Open)

Oct 9th 
(Conference Setup 

Tentative)

Oct 16th 
(Conference Weekend 

Tentative)

Oct 23rd
(Open)

Nov 6th 
(Open)

Nov 13th 
(Open)

Nov 20th 
(Open)

Nov 27th 
(Open)

Dec 4th 
(Open)

Dec 11th 
(Open)

Dec 18th 
(Open)

Dec 25th 
(Christmas Day)

2021 Fifth Saturdays:

January 30th (Open)
May 29 (Open)
July 31st (Open)
October 30th (Open)
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Around the State...
NW Region December Meeting: No meeting was held.
NE Region December Meeting:  No Meeting was held.
SE Region December Meeting:  No Meeting was held.
SW Region November Meeting:  No Meeting was held.

January 2021
NE Regional Meeting January 2nd:  Open.

SE Regional Meeting January 9th: Open.

SW Regional Meeting January 16th: Open.

NW Regional Meeting January 23rd: Open.

February 2021
NE Regional Meeting February 6th:  Open.

SE Regional Meeting February 13th: Open.

SW Regional Meeting February 20th: Open.

NW Regional Meeting February 27th: Open.
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2020 Conference Toolbox
Since the 2020 Conference was canceled, Bill Corey modified the 
graphics on the toolbox. The current plan is to offer tickets for a drawing 
at the spring picnic. Stay tuned for details!
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Member Gallery
Gazebo Lantern By Gerald Brostek

I created this lantern to be hung from the center finial ball of my gazebo.  It mea-
sures about 40” tall. - Gerald Brostek
(See the Original Gazebo Photos in the October and December 2020 Newsletters. - Editor)
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Oak Leaves by Gerald Brostek
These oak leaves with acorns can be used as candle holders, candy dish, or for 
earrings, rings, table center pieces and such. One is made from 3/16” steel plate 
and one from 14 gage sheet. The acorns were forged using a 5/8” acorn die. They 
measure about 8”x12.”

Member Gallery (Continued)
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Member Gallery (Continued)
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Garden Cart by Gerald Franklin

Gerald says this cart is one of his “Covid projects.”  The plants are succulents and 
can’t take the cold weather.  The cart makes it easier to move to the garage at 
night.

Member Gallery (Continued)
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Fireplace Set by Mandell Greteman
Member Gallery (Continued)
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Some recent work by Rory Kirk
Member Gallery (Continued)
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More recent work by Rory Kirk
Member Gallery (Continued)
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Monte Smith Visiting Rory’s Shop in December to 
Work on Flint Strikers. 

(Hey it’s almost like a meeting!)

Member Gallery (Continued)
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Continued on page 26...
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This article is reprinted with permission courtesy of “The Hammer’s Blow”, 
A Journal of the Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America - Summer 2020 
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California Blacksmith Online

November/December 2020 www.calsmith.org California Blacksmith Online 20

First the disclaimer – I’m not a photographer by
any stretch of the imagination, but I do take
photographs.

I work in Black and White (Grayscale) when I
produce the ‘how-to’ steps for my articles or
books, but I photograph in color and convert the
image in my software.

I feel that the B&W format is less busy, making it easier to point out the important take-aways from the shot.

I use SLR cameras –older NIKON models, a D40X and a D3000. I have a 16 to 85mm Zoom lens with a 3.5F
aperture. I’m sure that newer cell phones and tablets will work fine, but that’s not what I have or use.

On the camera:
The camera is given ‘Speed Priority’. I try not to shoot slower than 1/80th second. Shooting faster shortens my
depth of field – the things that are in-focus. Shooting slower risks camera shake, as my camera is hand-held.

I like the automatic focus on the camera, as the camera’s eyes are much better than mine are these days. …and,
I can operate the camera with on hand, leaving the other spare to help in holding tools for out-of-position
shots.

The photo booth:
The booth is made up of a base and backdrop, both made from plywood. The sides are left open for
lighting purposes.
Chromakey is very important. If you have ever watched how action movies etc. were filmed, with the actor
in a trapeze harness turning summersault’s in front of a lime green or blue background – that colored
background is a chromakey.

• I prefer lime green, and I buy it as a paint from Home Depot – as a Flat or Matt finish.
• The base and backdrop of my booth are both painted lime green. The lime green turns into a

perfect neutral gray when I convert my color photograph into grayscale.
• Why not just shoot in the B&W format on the camera – It’s sometimes not quite that easy. The

way that a lot of cameras get B&W shots is to drain color photographs of all the color saturation –
but they are still an RGB (Red, Green + Blue) or CYMK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black)
files.

• For a Zoom or the like tutorial, I doubt that we would care, but professional printers care – so I
shoot in color and change the file in my editing software to grayscale.

Photographing Your Work
Mark Aspery, Springville

Photo from Mark’s Article “ABANA 2020 Conference
Competition #1,” California Blacksmith May/June 2019

Editor’s Note: Under Mark’s leadership, CBA
has started a new series of online video classes
and workshops. Mark has put together these two
articles to guide future presenters for these
workshops.

November/December 2020 www.calsmith.org California Blacksmith Online 20

This article is reprinted with permission from the California 
Blacksmith Association Online newsletter Nov-Dec 2020. 
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Holding the tools:
I use impact grips (for lighting) – two per ‘arm’ – on my two ‘arms’. One grip acts as the elbow or
shoulder, and the other as the wrist. And, I use two arms. One for the tongs or hand tools, and the other for
the hammer.

• I have a block of wood to the side of the booth with 15 or so holes drilled in it. I can move the
placement of the arms to match the anvil position and natural position of the smith as needed.

• I use ‘Cold-Rolled’ 5/8-inch and ½-inch diameter bars for the ‘bones’ of the arms – cold rolled as
it is smoother and true to dimension over hot rolled, and slides through the grips easier.

I have a dedicated hammer for my photographs. The handle is drilled to accept the ½-inch diameter bar,
which is glued in. Hose clamps would also serve to clamp the round bar to the handle, but after changing
hammer position a few times, you’ll see the attraction of the un-encumbered and smooth handle.
The tong or tool arm has a pair of Vise-Grips welded to the ½-inch rod.
I also have a variety of bricks, blocks and small spacers to rest the tongs on when I need to. These are
stacked to the correct height and rest on the base of the booth, by the side of the anvil. Some short off-cuts
of small section angle iron are also useful to have laying around.
Magnets – the rare-earth type – great for propping up things that want to topple over on the anvil – I use
¼-inch and ½-inch diameter – but endeavor to keep them well away from the camera!

The anvil:
The top and rolled edges of my anvil are painted in a light primer gray. My tools are painted in a darker
primer gray for two reasons:
• One, you can see the tool contrast with the top of the anvil in photographs where the two overlap.
• Two, it more closely matches the steel piece being photographed, and therefore evens out the exposure

extremes.
I often must turn the anvil to get the desired camera or lighting position. Having something like a furniture
dolly under your anvil goes a long way in making this an easier process for your back.

The vise:
Again, painted primer gray.
The vise is held in a tripod bolted to the leg. This allows me to turn the vise as needed to get the shot.

Photographing - Mark Aspery

An Ergonomic Hammer Handle
  ...Continued from page 19:

This article is reprinted with permission courtesy 
of “The Hammer’s Blow”, 

A Journal of the Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of 
North America - Summer 2020 
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For my YouTube and Zoom videos, I use a pair of older
model Canon Vixia R62 Camcorders. I like this
camcorder for six distinct reasons:

1) It will accept an external mic feed
2) It has a manual focus setting
3) There is a ‘Spotlight’ setting in the video mode
4) It will accept a Neutral Density (ND) filter on the

lens – 43mm thread
5) They’re cheap when purchased used
6) It will shoot at a 60P rate

Filming hot work is like filming into a bright light. You can expose for the bright bulb and have a black
background, or you can expose for the background and have the bulb look like a white blur. I try to level out the
playing field somewhat and bring both extremes a little closer together.

On the camera:
Set the camcorder to ‘Spotlight’ mode – The hot steel is like a spot-lit singer: a bright object with a dark
background, so why not treat it as such.

Put a ‘Neutral Density’ (ND) filter on your camera lens or phone. This is rather akin to sunglasses for the
camera. It will darken the light coming from the hot steel. I generally use NDx2 or NDx4 – or a variable
ND filter For a phone, there are clip-on versions that work very well.

You may need an adaptor to go from your camcorders screw-in filter size up to the available filter size. My
camcorder has a 43 mm screw thread, and I can find filters to match that thread. Some camcorders require
an adapter (for example 37 to 43mm). I also place a clear filter on the camera to protect the lens and other
more costly filters from damage from sparks, scale, etc.

Set the focus to manual. Auto focus gets very confused when you are zoomed in to the work and a hammer
keeps coming in and out of the frame.

Set the ‘White Balance’ on your camera. Consult your owner's manual on how to do this. It is well worth
doing as it sets the camera up to read colors accurately when recording.

Film quality set to 60P – the ‘P’ means that there are 60 full photographs per second. An ‘I’ rating means
the photos are interlaced, with part of the photograph this frame and the remainder next frame. That makes
for poor still frames (freeze frame) from your video.

In the forge:
Flood the filmed area with light. You cannot overexpose the hot steel, but you can better illuminate the
(now darker with the ND filter) background. Doing so brings the background exposure levels closer to that

Videoing Your Work
Mark Aspery, Springville

Screenshot from Mark Aspery’s video
“Blacksmithing - Old School Project: The Filing Vise

- Part 2”

California Blacksmith Online 22www.calsmith.orgNovember/December 2020
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of the hot material.

I use daylight LED work-lights from Home Depot. These are daylight rated 6500K and come with a tripod
for $99.00. Of course, you get what you pay for… I use two lights, one near the heel and one near the
bick.

These lights can be used for your still photography as well. You have to tweak them a little to make them
face downward, but nothing too major is required.

Make sure that any background is not going to distract the viewer from the video content. Clean the shop.

Sound:
I have an external mic for my videos (AGK sports set – PT45 body pack, ST45 stationary receiver and a
C544L headset mic), but I don’t think that is always necessary, especially with the camera on your phone
or tablet.
Don’t compete with tools and equipment for attention, such as your power hammer or gas forge.
Keep any descriptive dialogue separate from the work and turn the sound down on the forging sections
when editing (-25db). If you are going to narrate the footage on a Zoom (or like) tutorial, then don’t bother
narrating when filming.

Frame the video:
Get close to your work if that is what the video is about. Zoom out if you want to show a body position,
technique or piece of equipment. Panoramas of someone forging in the distant background isn’t going to
help support your effort very much.
Zooming in and out excessively can be distracting.
I film from the bick-end predominantly, with the camera set up just above anvil height and slightly
forward of the off-side edge. I find that this position shows the angle of the work in relation to the anvil,
and the hammer angle. I change position as required by the project or technique being used – say drifting
over the pritchel hole.

Editing:
Give the film a title and credits.
Don’t use fancy transitions from one clip to the next – teddy bears somersaulting across the screen to bring
in a new clip can be a bit distracting.
I use an Apple/I-Mac computer with ADOBE Premiere Elements ($100.00) video-editing software
package. Other editing software sometimes comes with a camcorders, or is available online.

Tripod for the camera.
I strongly encourage you to use a tripod when filming. There are adapters available to hold cell phones to
the tripod – well worth the $10.00 or so that they cost. A heavy tripod doesn’t bounce as much as a light
one when someone if forging. Extend the legs for height rather than the center pole from the pan head. The
center pole can vibrate when someone is forging at the anvil.

Videoing - Mark Aspery

This article is reprinted with permission from the California Blacksmith Association Online newsletter Nov-Dec 2020. 
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California Blacksmith Online

September/October 2020 www.calsmith.org California Blacksmith Online 48

Hammer Eye Punch
John Williams, Elk Grove
Wayne’s World 2018

Punch/Drift the Eye

First, flatten the round stock.

Make it narrow enough so that it will fit in the hardy hole. This will
let the cheeks flare into the hole without needing special tooling or a
special bolster.

Stock: 3” of 1 1/8” diameter 4140

Editor’s Note: this is the first in a series of
articles based on demonstrations from
John. This is intended to be a report on
and guide to his demo, rather than a
complete recipe.

When making this, note that John used a
good strong striker to efficiently forge this.

September/October 2020 www.calsmith.org California Blacksmith Online 48November/December 2020
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Using a machinist’s square and
a scribe, mark the locations for
the punched eye hole.

Then use your round punch to
make an initial impression.
Take your time to get the
punches aligned - punch both
sides, and rotate from end-to-
end.

Note: if the two sides are
uneven, the long end becomes
the struck end — the struck end
is what wears.

Work carefully to get a well-
aligned hole punched all the
way through.

Hammer Eye Punch

Working With a Striker

First, it is important to properly address the anvil:
your shoulder should be inline with the centerline of the anvil
your right foot back
the arm and tongs are square to the left side of the anvil

Then when you’re lined up and ready for the strike, move your head and torso to the side.

John is using fairly small tongs for this size stock.
He said that these are 5160: do not quench!

November/December 2020
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Once punched, drive the drift in to bring the eye to
desired dimension.

Draw the cheeks down to their original thickness.

Hammer Eye Punch

Set the Cheeks

Drive the drift in to use as a mandrel.

With a side set, mark the locations for the
cheeks.

Then with large top and bottom fullers (and a striker)
make two fullered lines on the side of the stock.

Reset the drift if necessary. If it gets stuck, loosen by
hitting on the cheeks (use a flatter under the
hammer).

California Blacksmith Online 50www.calsmith.orgSeptember/October 2020November/December 2020
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Working End (Punch)

To draw out the working end, use a fuller to make marks, then draw and
smooth with a flatter. You will sorta make a wiggle with 3 fuller marks,
then flatten and draw out that wiggle.

The order of fullering is important: use the sequence shown in the
drawing at right.

Then use a flatter to draw out the punch.

Correct any off-axis of the eye. Use a side set if necessary, and a flatter on the high side.

Draw the punch end out to the desired dimensions. Work to octagon, then round corners.

To establish the shoulders, use a set hammer of the same width as the stock.

Chamfer all corners - and pay careful attention to evening up the shoulders and also
the chamfers.

Struck End

Similarly to the working end, establish the shoulders using a set
hammer of the same width as the stock. Chamfer all corners - and
pay careful attention to evening up the shoulders and the chamfers.

A nice touch is to make the struck end slightly concave.
Accomplish this with a broad top and bottom fuller pair.

Completion

Keep hammering down into black color to planish the faces of the punch.

Add touchmark and handle, you’re ready to go!

Hammer Eye Punch

This article is reprinted with permission from the California Blacksmith Association Online newsletter Nov-Dec 2020. 

November/December 2020
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AT AGSEM

CBA SPRING CONFERENCE
REGSITRATION WILL OPEN SOON - SAVE THE DATE!

2021

April 16 - 18, 2021
FRI-SAT-SUN

great educational program of essential skills for all levels
Hands-on Education!
Forging Games & Competitions!
Auctions!
Midnight Madness Forging!
Vendor and Tailgate Sales

On-site Camping & Food!
Nearby Lodging Discounts!
Iron-in-the-Hat!
Art Gallery

For questions or to volunteer to help, email: agsemblacksmiths@gmail.com

Vista Forge at the Antique Gas & Steam Engine Museum
2040 N Santa Fe Ave. Vista, California 92083 (760) 941-1791  www.agsem.com
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2020 SCABA T-Shirts
For a LIMITED time, new 2020 SCABA T-Shirts are available. These were 
planned to be the Conference T-Shirts (an annual tradition) but since the confer-
ence is canceled, the design has been modified to acknowledge the reason for 
the cancellation. (And it infers how most people feel about COVID-19!)

Check your mock up CAREFULLY for correct spelling and layout. *COLORS & DESIGN
SIZING are not intended to be exact, but only a representation of what will be printed.* 
Once this is approved, University Silkscreen is not responsible for mis-spellings or ANY
damages as a result of the approved artwork.
*ALL DESIGNS DEPICTED ON ADULT LARGE TEES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED*  

ARTIST: SCOTT TWITCHELL

CUSTOMER#2183-Saltfork Craftsman Artist Blacksmithing
DESIGN#10398-SCABA 2020

P RO DUCT  DE T A I L S

G530
Gildan Adult Heavy Cotton™ 5.3 oz. Pocket T-
Shirt
MSRP: Call for pricing

Features
Seamless double needle 7/8" collar
Taped neck and shoulders
Tear-away label
Single needle left chest pocket
Double needle pocket, sleeve and
bottom hems
Quarter-turned to eliminate center
crease
Safety Green is Compliant with
ANSI / ISEA 107 High Visibility
Standards
Safety Green is 50/50 Blend

Fabric
5.3 oz., 100% cotton
Saftey Pink, Safety Green, Neon
Green, Graphite Heather and
Heather Radiant Orchid are 50/50
Cotton/Polyester

Sizes
S - 3XL

Product Specifications
 S M L XL 2XL 3XL

BODY LENGTH 28 29 30 31 32 33
BODY WIDTH 18 20 22 24 26 28
SLEEVE LENGTH 15.625 17 18.5 20 21.5 22.875

15 Available Colors
 

Black
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BACK VIEW SIDE VIEW

Check your mock up CAREFULLY for correct spelling and layout. *COLORS & DESIGN
SIZING are not intended to be exact, but only a representation of what will be printed.* 
Once this is approved, University Silkscreen is not responsible for mis-spellings or ANY
damages as a result of the approved artwork.
*ALL DESIGNS DEPICTED ON ADULT LARGE TEES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED*  

ARTIST: SCOTT TWITCHELL

CUSTOMER#2183-Saltfork Craftsman Artist Blacksmithing
DESIGN#10398-SCABA 2020

Remember When Choosing Your 
Colors: The Printing is Black and 
White so Lighter Colors Will Have 

the Best Visibility.

Available Colors: View the Newsletter Online 
to See the Sample Colors Available
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Gildan Adult Heavy CottonTM 5.3 oz. Pocket T-Shirt
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Check your mock up CAREFULLY for correct spelling and layout. *COLORS & DESIGN
SIZING are not intended to be exact, but only a representation of what will be printed.* 
Once this is approved, University Silkscreen is not responsible for mis-spellings or ANY
damages as a result of the approved artwork.
*ALL DESIGNS DEPICTED ON ADULT LARGE TEES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED*  

ARTIST: SCOTT TWITCHELL

POCKET PRINT APRX. 3.25” W x 2.3” T

FULL BACK 13” W x 8.8” T
1 BLACK

3 BLACK

1 WHITE UNDERBASE
2 WHITE HI-LIGHT

CUSTOMER#2183-Saltfork Craftsman Artist Blacksmithing
DESIGN#10398-SCABA 2020 Gildan-5300

Graphite Heather

Gildan-5300
Sapphire

Check your mock up CAREFULLY for correct spelling and layout. *COLORS & DESIGN
SIZING are not intended to be exact, but only a representation of what will be printed.* 
Once this is approved, University Silkscreen is not responsible for mis-spellings or ANY
damages as a result of the approved artwork.
*ALL DESIGNS DEPICTED ON ADULT LARGE TEES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED*  

ARTIST: SCOTT TWITCHELL

POCKET PRINT APRX. 3.25” W x 2.3” T

FULL BACK 13” W x 8.8” T
1 BLACK

3 BLACK

1 WHITE UNDERBASE
2 WHITE HI-LIGHT

CUSTOMER#2183-Saltfork Craftsman Artist Blacksmithing
DESIGN#10398-SCABA 2020 Gildan-5300

Graphite Heather

Gildan-5300
Sapphire

Example: Sapphire Example: Graphite Heather

T-Shirt Order Form
First Name ______________________________ Last Name ____________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________ State _____________ Zip ____________

Phone (Best Number to Contact) (______)___________________________________________________

e-mail _______________________________________________________________________________

Size Color Quantity Price Each Sub-Total

Shipping: $2:50 for first shirt plus $0.25 for each additional shirt:

Total:

Mail this form with payment to:
Teresa Gabrish
322 Washington
Blanchard, OK 73010

T-Shirt Price:
Small to 3X: $15 Each
4X to 6X:   $20 Each
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Where is YOUR Part of the Saltfork 
Gate Project?

This is a community project that is open to all Saltfork members.  The project is 
a four-foot-high by sixteen-foot-long gate to be displayed outside at the Route 66 
Blacksmith Shop Museum at Elk City.  

Secure your place in Saltfork History FOREVER!*
 

Participating members will be given a steel ring that can be filled with any (family 
appropriate) forged work that will fit in the ring and be permanently attached to it.  

Mandell Greteman is coordinating the project and will provide the standardized 
rings.  All of the rings will be provided to ensure they are a standardized size.  
Once the projects are returned, Mandell will weld them into the gate to be dis-
played at the museum.

You can submit multiple entries if you would like.  If the gate fills up and we have 
extra entries, we can do additional gates.

Your Facebook post will most likely be forgotten in two days but daily vis-
itors from around the world will see your gate project for years at the Elk 
City Museum.  Don’t forget your touchmark!

Contact Mandell if you have any additional questions or to find out where to obtain 
one of the project rings:   Mandell Greteman  580-515-1292.

ARTIST - BLACKSMITH

SA L T FORK

C
R

A F T S M E
NASSOCIATION

OKLAHOMA

*(This statement has not been verified by God, Mother Nature, Father Time, 
Current Scientific Understanding of Metal Oxidation, or the Elk City Museum 
Management. But probably for a long, long time at least. - Editor)
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SCABA Shop and Swap
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SCABA Shop and Swap

For Sale: 15 Lb Tire Hammers:
$1,200 for everything from the base plate up. Two rounding dies included as stan-
dard. Has 1/2 HP 115V Motor.  Contact: David Barfield - 580-595-1476
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SCABA Shop and Swap

Ken's Custom Iron, LLC 

37634 County Road 9 
Avon, MN 56310 
(320) 746-8161 
mail@kensiron.com 
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SCABA Shop and Swap

Call to Order Toll Free 24/7 - 866-627-6922

Reeder Products Inc.
3201 Skylane Drive, Suite 114
Carrollton, Texas 75006 United States
(469) 257-1000

Thank you to our Confer-
ence Vendors who gra-
ciously donated items for 
the Conference Auctions!

Their contributions helped 
to support SCABA. 
Please consider patron-
izing these vendors to 
return the favor!

Bill Davis Forge  Welded Tomahawk DVD
This DVD is now available to members for a 
minimal cost (cost of DVD’s is minimal to cover 
reproduction and shipping if applicable.) Contact 
the SCABA Librarian, Don Garner, if you would 
like to get a copy of this DVD. 
Don Garner: 580-302-1845
(Call or Text. If you get voice mail, Please leave a 
message.)

For Sale:
Tire Hammer Plans by Clay Spencer
Send a check or money order for $30 US to Clay Spencer, 73 Penniston Pvt.
Drive, Somerville, AL 35670-7013. Or send $32 US to Paypal.Me/ClaySpencer.
E-mail me at clay@otelco.net. PDFs will be e-mailed outside US. Phone
256-558-3658

Beverly shear blades sharpened
Remove your blades and send in USPS small
flat rate box with check for $41 US to 73 Penniston Pvt. Drive, Somerville,
AL 35670-7103.

For Sale: I have numerous old tools and collectible items of various kinds including blacksmith 
related tools and equipment.  Too many tools to list them all. Inventory is always changing.
Contact: Craig Guy (SCABA Member), Piedmont, OK
Cell Phone: 405-630-7769 (Call or Text )       
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SCABA Shop and Swap
SCABA Swage Blocks 

$200.00 plus shipping. 
(Same price to members and non-mem-
bers.)

SCABA Floor Cones
$200.00 plus shipping. 

(Same price to mem-
bers and non-mem-
bers.)

To order swage blocks 
or cones, contact our 
distributor:

Nolan Walker at 
Nature Farms Farrier 
Supply in Norman, 
OK. 

405-307-8031

SCABA Library DVD’s Available:

This is a partial list of the DVD titles available to mem-
bers from the SCABA Library. Contact the Librarian 
(Don Garner) if you would like to obtain a copy of any 
listed title or if you have questions on any other titles 
that may be available. Additional titles are listed on the 
website. DVD’s are available for a very minimal cost to 
offset the blank disc and cases or sleeves.  Shipping cost 
applies if you need these delivered by mail.

• Robb Gunter Basic Blacksmithing parts 1,2,3 and the 
controlled hand forging series

• Clay Spencer SCABA conf.2013 pts. 1,2 and 3
• Jerry Darnell 18th century lighting, door latches and 

hinges
• Brent Baily SCABA conf. 2011
• Mark Aspery SCABA conf. 2011
• Robb Gunter SCABA conf. 1998
• Robb, Brad and Chad Gunter 2009 joinery, forging, re-

pousse, scrollwork, etc.
• Bill Bastas SCABA 2002 pts. 1 - 6
• Jim Keith SCABA conf.2007
• Power hammer forging with Clifton Ralph pts. 1 - 5
• Doug Merkel SCABA 2001
• Bob Alexander SCABA 2008
• A. Finn SCABA 2008
• Bob Patrick SCABA 2004
• Gordon Williams SCABA 2010
• Daryl Nelson SCABA 2010
• Jim and Kathleen Poor SCABA 2001
• Ed and Brian Brazeal SCABA 2006
• Ray Kirk Knives SCABA 2002
• Frank Turley SCABA 1997
• Frank Turley SCABA 2003
• Bill Epps SCABA 2003
• M. Hamburger SCABA 2007

Librarian: Don Garner 580-302-1845 (Cell)
Call or Text. If you get voice mail, please leave a message.

Have an Item for Sale? Item Wanted?

If you have any items that are appropriate for Black-
smiths that you would like to list in the Shop and Swap 
section (or items you are looking for), please send me 
your description, contact info, and any photos that you 
have.
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SCABA Shop and Swap
Club Coal:

Saltfork Craftsmen has coal for sale. Coal 
is in 1-2” size pieces.  The coal is $140.00/
ton  or .07 /pound to members.
No sales to non-members.

NW Region coal pile located in Doug-
las, OK. If you make arrangements well in 
advance, Tom Nelson can load your truck 
or trailer with his skid steer loader for a 
fee of $10 to be paid directly to Tom. Tom 
has moved his skid steer and must now 
haul the loader to the coal pile to load you 
out, hence the $10 charge.  You may opt 
to load your own coal without using Tom’s 
loader. The coal can be weighed out at 
the Douglas Coop Elevator scales. Con-
tact Tom Nelson (580-862-7691) to make 
arrangements to pick up a load. Do not 
call Tom after 9 PM!! Bring your own con-
tainers and shovels. Payment for the coal 
($.07 per pound) should be made directly 
to the Saltfork Treasurer.

NW Region Coal Pile in Thomas: 
Don Garner now has a new pile of club 
coal available for sales to SCABA mem-
bers.  The shop is at 23713 E 860 Rd in 
Thomas, OK. (One mile west, then one 
mile north of Thomas.) Contact Don at 
580-302-1845 (Cell Phone) to arrange 
details for purchases.  

NE Region coal location: 
****NOTICE:****

Charlie McGee is no longer hosting the 
coal pile in the NE region. If you would be 
interested in hosting a location in NE, let 
one of the SCABA Board members know. 

S/C region coal location: Club coal is 
now available at Norman at Byron Doner’s 
place. Call Byron to make arrangements 
to come by and get coal. 

Have an Item for Sale? Item Wanted?

If you have any items that are appropriate for Black-
smiths that you would like to list in the Shop and 
Swap section (or items you are looking for), please 
send me your description, contact info, and any pho-
tos that you have.

SCABA T-Shirts!
2018 Saltfork 
Collector T-shirts 
are available with 
the 2018 Confer-
ence Logo. $5.00 
(plus shipping 
if applicable.) 
Contact Josh 
Perkins to check 
sizes and quan-
tities that are still 
available.

Legacy SCABA T-shirts and long sleeve denim shirts 
are also available on clearance while supplies last. 
T-Shirts are $5.00 and Denim Shirts are $10.00. 
(Plus shipping if applicable.) Contact Josh Perkins to 
check sizes and quantities that are still available.

If you would like to purchase shirts, contact Josh 
Perkins (918) 269-3523.
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SCABA Membership Application
For Annual Membership
(Please Print Clearly!)                   Date _______________________

First Name ______________________________ Last Name ____________________________________

Married?    ________Yes  ________ No          Spouse’s Name _________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________ State _____________ Zip ____________

Phone (Best Number to Contact) (______)___________________________________________________

e-mail _______________________________________________________________________________

ABANA Member? __________Yes    __________No

I have enclosed $30.00 for dues for one year membership from the date of acceptance.
Signed: _______________________________________________________________________________

Return to: Saltfork Craftsmen, 6520 Alameda, Norman, OK  73026
Note: Registration online by Paypal OR credit card is available from the website. 

www.saltforkcraftsmen.org
You do NOT need a Paypal account to use your credit card and registration/renewal is immediate.

New Member _________

Renewal          _________

Saltfork Regional Meeting Hosting Form

Region:    _________NE       _________SE       ________SW       ________NW 

Date:  Month __________________  Day ____________________ Year __________________________

Name:  ______________________________________________________________________________

Meeting Address: ______________________________________________________________________

Host Phone (Best Number to Contact) (______)______________________________________________

Host e-mail ___________________________________________________________________________

Trade Item: ___________________________________________________________________________

Lunch Provided: ___________ Yes       ____________  No

Please provide detailed directions and/or a map to meeting location if possible.  Meetngs are schduled on 
a first come basis.

Return to:  Saltfork Craftsmen Regional Meeting Coordinator,  Russell Bartling
  70 N 160th W Ave
  Sand Springs, OK  74063

You can also send the information in an e-mail or text or fill out the online form available on the website in 
the top banner of the Calendar Tab:   www.saltforkcraftsmen.org/Calendar.shtm

http://www.saltforkcraftsmen.org
http://www.saltforkcraftsmen.org/Calendar.shtm
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